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2020 was not the year any of us planned.  The pandemic has highlighted the importance of look-
ing after our mental health and wellbeing.  We have an increased awareness, a growing empathy 
and understanding.  Now is our opportunity to make the greatest changes, to build a brighter fu-
ture. 


Underpinning many of the issues we are all experiencing, is a feeling of disconnection.  
Loneliness and isolation is affecting us all, in different ways; some of us may not be physi-
cally alone, but a lack of connection and emotional support can also make being with 
people a very lonely place to be.   

Meaningful connection with others is important to our mental health and wellbeing.  Attend-
ing a group meeting or making one phone call, may seem pointless to some, but finding a 
way to engage with others who share a mutual interest or need can be the first step to 
making meaningful connections with others.   

Wellbeing starts with looking after ourselves, taking time to think about how we are feeling.  
We can better connect with ourselves and build resilience by reducing stress and anxiety, 
taking time out for relaxation.  

This gentle breathing technique takes just a few minutes and can be done standing up, 
sitting or lying down.   

1. Find a quiet place and make yourself comfortable. 
2. Let your breath flow, as deep down into your belly as is comfortable, without forcing  
 it. 
3. Try breathing in through your nose, out through your mouth. 
4. Breathe gently and regularly.  Try to count from 1 to 5 as you breathe in.  You may  
 not reach 5 at first. 
5. After breathing in, without pausing or holding your breath, let your breath flow out  
 gently - counting from 1 to 5 as you exhale. 

Try to focus on your breath - if thoughts come into your mind, just acknowledge them and 
let them go, try not to dwell on them.  Allow your mind to relax.  Practise this for about 3-5 
minutes.  Try to make it part of your daily self-care routine.   

To help make relaxation time part of your daily routine, Bath Mind’s partner, The Soul Spa, 
offers low cost online guided meditation and relaxation sessions.  Head to www.soulspa.-
co.uk for a free trial session.   

Businesses can also support the wellbeing of their staff through Bath Mind’s Wellbeing in 
the Workplace bespoke training sessions.  Contact Hannah Roper to find out more - han-
nahroper@bathmind.org.uk 

For further information, additional support and wellbeing activities, visit Bath Mind’s web-
site www.bathmind.org.uk. 

Line for video: Heather joined one of Bath Mind’s photography groups and explains how 
this helped her. 
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M ax was bullied for his 
mental health problems. 
“It took me many years 
to seek the appropriate 
treatment for my mental 
health problems due to 

stigma, so I recognise the importance of anti-
stigma work,” he says. “If someone is feeling 
isolated due to their mental health problems and 
they don’t have people around them with the 
knowledge or understanding of what what they are 
experiencing, it can impede that person seeking 
the support and treatment that they need.”

Time to Change has been campaigning to 
end the stigma that surrounds mental health by 
increasing awareness and understanding.

The past year has made us all more aware of 
the importance of mental health and wellbeing.

“At the onset of the pandemic, there were 
a lot of people talking about depression and 
anxiety, but now there is a growing awareness 

about specific mental health problems such as 
eating disorders, OCD, bipolar and personality 
disorders. A lot of vital work needs to be carried 
out in de-stigmatising.

“I know first-hand what it is like to be bullied 
for your mental health problems, so I particularly 
cherish that I work within an environment that 
nurtures an individual holistically and seeks to 
change public perceptions of mental health.”

Max’s role involves working with people 
throughout B&NES struggling with their mental 
health. He explains: “Some of our clients need 
support and encouragement before they can 
attend a group, so they might receive a weekly 
welfare call with a view to building confidence 
before meeting new people and taking part in 
wellbeing sessions. I help connect the wellbeing 
groups with a wider community through 
various activities and projects and by informing 
clients about the brilliant work of our partner 
organisations.

“One of the early aims was to connect the 
group with businesses and short courses that 
would give people the confidence to further 
pursue their interests in their own time.

“My role has changed a lot with the 

“1 IN 4 PEOPLE 
WILL EXPERIENCE 
A MENTAL HEALTH 
PROBLEM, SO IT’S 
HIGHLY LIKELY THAT 
SOMEONE YOU 
KNOW WILL BE 
STRUGGLING WITH 
MENTAL ILLNESS.”

Community wellbeing coordinator 
at BATH MIND, Max Webster, talks 
about how your attitude to mental 
health could change someone’s life.

Wellbeing 
in the 
community

pandemic. My colleagues and I have adapted 
our services to Zoom. Our wellbeing sessions 
often focus on a particular theme, such as stress 
or sleep, and clients make helpful suggestions 
to each other – peer support is a key benefit of 
our groups.

“Thanks to Mr B’s Emporium, we teamed up 
with Read around Bath. Clients bring along their 
own writing or extracts from books, and, in one 
instance, an a capella song.”

It’s highly likely that someone you know will 
be struggling with mental illness. This could be 
a relative, friend or a work colleague. It’s up to 
each and every one of us to play our part in 
understanding and supporting those with mental 
health needs.

Small things can make a big difference. 
The biggest small thing we can all do is make time 
to talk. Stay in touch. Listen without judgement. 
Mental health problems can affect us all. n
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Max’s groups have transferred to virtual
platforms during the pandemic.

Visit Time to Change to find out more about 
how you can notice that someone may need 
support with their mental health.
www.time-to-change.org.uk

If you, or someone you know needs help or
support, Bath Mind is here for you, please
get in touch. www.bathmind.org.uk
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Understanding Worry – for children and young people 

It’s normal for us all to worry from 0me-to-0me.  Difficult 0mes and circumstances may cause children and 
young people to worry more than usual.  Bath Mind’s Room 627 project has been working with students at 
Oldfield School, helping them understand their worries and working on crea0ve strategies to ‘banish’ 
worries. 

Room 627 is a project created to help young people navigate the transi0on of moving from year 6 to year 7 
with kindness, compassion and crea0vity.  Wellbeing Ambassadors from Oldfield School have taken part in 
crea0ve wellbeing sessions and have co-created an amazing website: www.room627.com  

Bath Mind would like to share some strategies to help you support children and young people, which can 
help to build resilience and reduce the chance of worries escala0ng: 

- Encourage young people to talk about their worries.  This can help them feel reassured, and find 
poten0al solu0ons. 

- Suggest one ‘worry 0me’ each day, to help reduce the 0me spent worrying, whilst not dismissing 
the worries in any way.  This may be, for example, 15 minutes at lunch0me.  Worry 0me should not 
be near bed0me. 

- Wri0ng down worries can help young people to see them more clearly and some may find wri0ng, 
or drawing pictures an easier way to express their worries. 

- Encourage a posi0ve mindset.  Think about what they have to be thankful for, do something fun 
which they enjoy. 

Head to Bath Mind’s website to download a copy of our ‘Let’s talk about worry’ booklet, which gives more 
0ps and interac0ve tools to support children and young people. 

www.bathmind.org.uk/ 

Worries are usually temporary, but can lead to anxiety, so do talk to your GP if worries are frequent and 
persistent. 

Bath Mind have exci0ng plans moving forward for the Room 627 project including further crea0ve 
wellbeing training in schools; a ‘take over’ of the Egg Theatre during October half term 2022 and an 
interac0ve online event. The Romo 627 project is funded by the #iwill fund, and is run by Bath Mind, 
supported by The Dept of Kindness and Oldfield School. 

You can find more informa0on and support for young people on na0onal Mind’s website h_ps://
www.mind.org.uk/informa0on-support/for-children-and-young-people/ 

There are lots of organisa0ons that offer support to young people, including:- 

www.boysinmind.org.uk – reducing stigma and isolation for boys and young men. 

Shout 85258 – a free, confidential text messaging service for anyone struggling to cope.  To start a 
conversation, text ‘SHOUT’ to 85258. 

www.childline.org.uk – Childline trained counsellors to support you any time. 

www.youngminds.org.uk – mental health support for young people. 

Bath Mind (www.bathmind.org.uk) is an independent charity.  We directly support the mental health needs 
of individuals in Bath and North East Somerset. 

For more informa0on on our services, to find support, or to get involved, please visit our website: 
www.bathmind.org.uk
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www.bathmind.org.uk
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Think of 3 things that you 
are grateful for every day. 

     Nature is on 
your doorstep;

walk to 
Bath’s parks, 

riverside
walks and 

canal paths.

Write a letter, compose a 
poem or verse. 

Stay in the moment. Look 
around and appreciate 

what you see.

Appreciate others.  Think 
about someone who has been 

kind to you.

Imagine you have roots like a 
tree, helping to keep 

you strong.

Focus on your breath for a few
minutes of calm.

Listen to the sounds of
nature.

Find a quiet place to read 
without distraction.

Doodle, sketch, paint or draw.
Focus on this alone.

Take a mindful
moment in nature

to support 
your wellbeing

Newbridge

Local & Independent Since 1998

Chew Magna

Greenlinks provides an opportunity to stay in
touch with nature, meeting on our allotments.  

For further information/to self-refer visit 
www.bathmind.org.uk/what-we-do/share/greenlinks
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For information and
resources to help support

your mental health and
wellbeing, visit

www.bathmind.org.uk/
advice-and-support/
wellbeing-activities/

Links to contributors:-

www.alltrails.com

Our members panel recommend this 
website for planning walks in nature:

10-16th May 2021
Mental Health Awareness Week

Spend time in nature
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www.castlefarmmidford.co.uk 
www.bathscape.co.uk

www.ecowild.org.uk
www.thenationaltrust.org.uk 

https://anglingtrust.net/
www.jasondorleybrown.com
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www.bathnes.gov.uk/sydneygardens
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Wish you were
relaxing on a 
Greek island?

Dreaming
of al-fresco

lunches in the
Italian lakes?

Tempted by
the flavours 
and culture 

of India?
Immerse 

yourself in a 
fabulous 
holiday 

adventure

Visit Greece, India and Italy
with Bath Mind’s Staycation Experience. 

Over 100 pages of holiday fun and activities!

Tag us on social media in a photograph of any completed 
staycation activity to enter our competition to 

win a copy of our 2022 Wellbeing Calendar!

Copy the

elephant into

the grid

Bath

Mandala to colour

When colouring, try to focus on the colouring alone.

Allow your mind to quieten.

www.bathmind.org.uk

Colour in!

Monkeys!
The Monkey God - known as Hanuman or Anjaneam, is one of the 
most respected deities.  He is part-human and part-monkey, 
symbolising wisdom, bravery and devotion.  He is known for his 
daring feats, strength and loyalty.

Monkeys are a protected species, and it is estimated that there 
are over 50 million monkeys in India, where cities are connected by 
forests leading to monkeys being found in many of the cities.  As a 
result of people feeding them, their numbers in cities are increasing 
and they are very much welcomed in Hindu temples.

In the wild, monkeys live in evergreen areas in the West, to north
eastern states and dry forests in central India. 

Hanuman

The Olympic Games

The first Olympic Games took place in the 8th century B.C. in Olympia, Greece. 
They were held every four years for 12 centuries. 
in the 4th century A.D., all pagan festivals were banned by Emperor Theodosius I 
and the Olympics were no more. However, the athletic tradition was resurrected once 
again, with the first modern Olympics being held in 1896 in Greece.

Some fun facts about the Olympics: 
Back then, the games lasted five or six months.

Women have only been allowed to compete in the Olympics since 1900

The official languages of the games are English and French, complemented by the 
official language of the host country.

During the 1936 Berlin Games, two Japanese pole-vaulters tied for second place
. 
Instead of competing again, they cut the silver and bronze medals in half and fused the 
two different halves together so that each of them had a half-silver and half-bronze medal!

The five rings of the Olympic symbol – designed by Baron Pierre de Coubertin, 
co-founder of the modern Olympic Games – represent the five inhabited continents of the world.

The six colours – blue, yellow, black, green, red, and the white background – 
were chosen because every nation’s flag contains at least one of them.

www.bathmind.org.uk

Olives and Olive Oil

Olives and olive oil are at the heart of the Greek diet.

Greece produces vast amounts of olives and olive oil, 
exporting all over the world.

There are 5 main types of olives eaten:

Kalamata, Conservoila, Amfissa, Tsakistes, Halkidiki

Greek Salad
Famous throughout the world, and something you will always encounter on a trip to Greece
is a Greek salad.

Made with feta cheese (from goats milk), olives, cucumber, tomatoes, bell peppers and onions, 
it is a simple salad of fresh ingredients which first became popular in the 1960-1970s.

Usually served with a sprinkling of oregano - and, of course,a splash of olive oil!

www.bathmind.org.uk

Wildlife in Greece
Greece is home to the loggerhead turtle and monk seal.

Loggerhead turtles are named for their large heads that support powerful 
jaw muscles,They are less likely to be hunted for their meat or shell compared 
to other sea turtles. 

Loggerheads are the most common turtle in the Mediterranean, nesting on beaches 
from Greece and Turkey to Israel and Libya. Many of their nesting beaches are under 
threat from tourism development.

Sea turtles have existed on Earth and travelled our seas for the last 100 million years. 
They are vital in our marine ecosystems, and help maintain the health of coral reefs 
and sea-grass beds.

The Monk seal is one of the larger species of seals in the world. It is around 2.5 m in 
length and weighs about 300 kg! It can live to the age of 45, with the greater part of its 
population living in Greek waters. There are estimated to be about 250-300 seals. 

The Mediterranean Monk seal prefers rocky and inaccessible shores on the islands or 
adjacent areas. They live only in clean, non-polluted waters, so the presence of these 
seals in Greece is a very good sign of the health of the sea environment. 

Head to 
bit.ly/BathMindStaycation
to get on board and get away!

Something for everyone

Games, puzzles, colouring, quizzes, recipes, holiday journal, 
learn the language and much more!
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Easing out of lockdown 
Bath Mind is here to support you 

The past year has been a rollercoaster year of changes in and out of lockdown.  Now, as we draw near 
to the possibility of a further easing of restrictions, some of us may be experiencing anxiety. 

With further changes, many may be feeling uncertain about how to move forward.  For some, resuming 
activities, meeting with other people or returning to work, may feel like a daunting prospect. 

It’s important to remember that we are not alone - everyone is having to adapt to these changes in 
their own way.  Here are some tips which you may like to consider when thinking about what activities 
you feel comfortable with as things change. 

1. Everyone has their own pace 
 There is no need to feel pressured by other people, or what they are doing.  We are all different,  
 and each of us may have a different pace for resuming or taking on new activities.  Moving out of 
 our comfort zone can be done in little steps.  We can start with a walk with a friend, or meeting  
 up in a garden or an outside cafe.   

2. Think of others 
 Let’s remember the compassion and understanding which so many have shown to support  
 others over the past year.  Consider those who may be alone - could you include them in your  
 plans, or support them with a phone call or a chat?  Some may continue to be mindful of social  
 distancing - if you’re not sure, ask how they feel.  We all deal with things in different ways, it’s  
 important to let people know what you do and don’t feel comfortable with. 

3. Stay present 
 Whilst the world is changing around us once more, some of us may feel worried about the   
 future.  Try to stay present.  Maintain some of your regular activities, and be ‘in the moment’ -  
 focus on what you have to do day-by-day.  Plan your day each morning, depending on how you  
 feel.  Focussing on the present can be helpful in reducing worry and anxiety.  Perhaps keep a   
 journal, noting how you feel each day - we all feel different ways on different days.  

4. Be kind to yourself 
 Make sure you keep time to be kind to yourself.  Try to plan one thing every day that brings you  
 joy.  Perhaps a chat with a friend, a relaxing bath or a walk in the countryside.  Continue to  
 connect with nature, and appreciate the little things.  If you need support with your mental   
 health and wellbeing, Bath Mind are here for everyone living in B&NES - please visit our website  
 www.bathmind.org.uk or call 01225 316199, we are here for you. 

Bath Mind’s wellbeing groups are here to support your mental health and wellbeing.  Two new groups 
are great ways to meet new people in a safe, supportive environment:- 
Wellbeing Walks:  short, gentle walks led by volunteers from Bath Mind and Bathscape. A relaxed, so-
cial and friendly space.  Whether you’re looking to add more movement into your routine, would like to 
meet new people or get some fresh air and enjoy nature.  Join Bath Mind every Thursday at 11am leav-
ing from Monksdale Road Allotment Car Park (BA2 2JD).  The walks are adapted to suit the pace of the 
group, and last no longer than an hour. They reasonably flat and are often wheelchair/buggy accessible. 
We ask that you don’t bring dogs (other than assistance or guidance dogs) and that you use the on-
street parking in the surrounding streets, rather than the allotment car park itself. If you’d like to come 
or want any more information, please send an email to info@bathscape.co.uk or send Lucy a text on 
07816 641745. 

The Happy Snappers are a photography and walking group exploring Foxhill through photography. The 
group is a great place to meet new people, where members support each other to learn new skills.   
Thursdays from 11am - 1pm  Starting at St Andrews Church, Foxhill, Bath BA2 5QA.  Booking first is es-
sential: to find out more and join, please contact Becky Hughesman on 07538 113890 or beckyhughes-
man@bathmind.org.uk 

Bath Mind have put together some helpful resources for activities to support you through these chan-
ging times.  Head to our website https://www.bathmind.org.uk/advice-and-support/wellbeing-activit-
ies/  for free information and downloads. 
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BATH MIND - WINNER OF BATH LIFE AWARDS 2021 ‘CHARITY’ 

Bath Mind is delighted to win the prestigious ‘Charity’ award at Bath Life Awards 2021. 

CEO, Kate Morton said “This is an amazing achievement and it is thanks to all of our colleagues and 
volunteers for going above and beyond over these very challenging 18 months.” 

The pandemic created a mental health emergency.  Bath Mind responded immediately.   Within the 
pandemic, Bath Mind has been fighting an epidemic of mental ill-health.  This epidemic knows no 
boundaries; we have supported people aged 16 to 94 suffering anxiety, depression, loneliness and 
bereavement, some feeling suicidal, as well as those with more complex mental health diagnosis.  

Prior to the pandemic, Bath Mind’s services were all delivered face-to-face, they had little experience 
of digital communications and the pandemic presented them with a huge challenge.  However, within 
days, their services all adapted to provide continued support.  While some places closed, Bath Mind 
remained open throughout, increasing their services at a time when many were cutting back. They 
adopted a hybrid model of online, telephone and face-to-face support depending on restrictions.    

Covid-19 presented Bath Mind with an overwhelming increase in demand. Whilst adapting to virtual 
presented many new challenges, it also created a wealth of new opportunities to support more people 
in different ways.  Through online services, they have been able to increase the number of people they 
support and it has helped them reach people who may otherwise have been isolated.  Many of their 
clients have been shielding and Bath Mind’s services may be their only connection with the ‘outside 
world’.  

When restrictions were eased in the summer, some people were not comfortable attending a group - 
Bath Mind maintained virtual services which enabled them to have a wider reach without the limits on 
numbers which restrictions enforced. Bath Mind’s telephone support lines, by this stage, were so busy 
that they knew we had to keep these vital services running.  

Bath Mind adapted their services:-  

Breathing Space - their evening crisis space immediately adapted to a telephone service.  

Counselling - they developed online assessments and counselling provision.  

Greenlinks - members/volunteers received weekly newsletters and activities, visiting individually to 
enjoy time in nature and collect fresh produce.  

Wellbeing groups - groups adapted to meet online, entering a whole new world of ‘breakout rooms’ and 
‘raised hands’.  People were also supported with 1:1 welfare calls.  

Community Support - Bath Mind continued to support our extremely vulnerable clients in their own 
homes, offering telephone support, then socially distanced walks to those not comfortable with home 
visits.  

No 82 - Bath Mind’s residential home worked tirelessly, keeping all residents safe and well.  

Bath Mind responded to the needs of our community with new services:  

•Community Wellbeing Hub: Bath Mind were instrumental in establishing the hub and providing vital 
mental health and wellbeing support and resources.  

•Befriending Service set up to meet the huge increase in callers experiencing loneliness and isolation.   

•Safe Space - a new youth service, to support the growing number of young people needing support. 

•New online resources, Wellbeing Activities resources, and increased online support, information and 
signposting.  

•Social Media awareness increased.  

•Mental Health Training - new courses delivered online supporting individuals and local businesses.  

September 2021Press Releaese

•Open-access Free Courses created for the Wellbeing College.  

•University Students supported with 1:1 calls, gardening activities and mental health wellbeing 
workshops.  

Bath Mind creatively adapted, rising to every challenge. Unable to operate as usual, their Food for 
Thought staff delivered nearly a tonne of food to individuals, food banks and community hubs to 
support local people in desperate need.   

Bath Mind’s crisis line helps prevent people calling on NHS services or attending A&E, their services 
reduce pressure on the NHS and emergency services, freeing up capacity and saving costs of 
treatments and hospitalisations.  Bath Mind have worked with local GPs, contacting patients who have 
been unable to get through, helping reduce the pressure on GP surgeries.    

Bath Mind have worked tirelessly to support everyone in our community, collaborating wherever 
possible with other local organisations, such as Age UK, DHI and the universities.  

Bath Mind support local businesses with staff wellbeing, providing mental health training to Curo, RUH, 
Bath Spa University, Julian House, Bath Rugby Foundation, LoveHoney, Bath Swindon Wiltshire Clinical 
Commissioning Group, Buro Happold and more.  

Everybody has mental health and everyone is affected by it - whether directly or via a friend,  family 
member or colleague.  No image can convey mental health. We all know someone who is suffering. 
Many are afraid to speak out, or unsure of how to get help.   

The past year has made everyone more aware of the importance of taking care of ourselves, and 
others.   

Bath Mind’s dedicated, caring team, is passionate about tackling mental health stigma, so that 
everyone feels able to seek help, and can be supported on their own personal journey to improve their 
mental health and wellbeing.  

Bath Mind’s work will continue, towards our vision of a society that promotes and protects good mental 
health for all, treats people with experience of mental ill health fairly, positively and with respect. 

If you, or someone you know needs support, Bath Mind is here for you.  You can find further information 
on our website www.bathmind.org.uk/what-we-do/ .  You can access and download a copy of our 
Services Brochure with full details of all the services we provide here: bit.ly/BMServiceBrochure 

Service User Quotes 

”This course has saved me! Brought colour back into my life and given me purpose, so much so that I 
now want to help put something back into mental health and help out with others struggling. I would 
highly recommend Bath Mind and the work they do to help so many people.”  

“Even though it is out of hours you still check on me and that means a lot especially during this 
worldwide coronavirus epidemic you still make sure I am safe, even though in times like these you have 
yourself and your own family to think of… I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart for how 
much your understanding, help, support and genuine care and making me feel safe means to me”.   

“I’m not ashamed to admit last night the floodgates opened and I couldn’t stop the tears, I honestly 
just wanted to be gone… I spoke to a wonderful woman who talked to me about what is happening in 
my life, and what I’ve been through and she stayed with me until I calmed down. I’m sharing this 
because there’s a huge rise in suicide and mental illness, so please just talk to someone because there 
are people out there who can help.”  

“I felt anxious and vulnerable like I had no armour to face the world. Now I feel so much calmer and 
grounded after talking with you. You make me feel like I am not a rotten person and worth something in 
this life.  The people who work at Breathing Space are very special human beings.”  

“Thank you …Bath Mind for help with my crisis. A lovely lady helped me calm down from hysterically 
suicidal to calm. I’m not ashamed to talk about it. Everyone should talk more about how they feel.”  
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MP Celebrates Bath Mind’s Vital Work, Welcomes National 
Lottery Funding 
  
Following the announcement that local mental health support 
service Bath Mind has received substantial funding from the 
National Lottery Community Fund, MP Wera Hobhouse praised the 
charity’s vital role throughout the pandemic. 
  
Wera Hobhouse said: “Bath Mind is a mainstay of our community 
and has proved this time and again during the pandemic. Since 
March of last year, everyone has been impacted by our very 
challenging times in different ways. We are seeing all the warning 
signs of a widespread mental health crisis. 
  
“Bath Mind supports the mental health and wellbeing of the people 
of Bath and North East Somerset. With demand for their support 
soaring, I am delighted that they have secured funding to help in 
delivering their services and improving their digital development and 
sustainability over the next four years.  
  
“I want to thank National Lottery players for their role in raising 
much-needed funding for local charities and community groups.” 

Bath Mind CEO, Kate Morton, said “During the pandemic, Bath 
Mind has been fighting an epidemic of mental ill-health.  This 
epidemic knows no boundaries; we have supported thousands of 
people aged 16 to 94 suffering anxiety, depression, loneliness and 
bereavement, some feeling suicidal; as well as those with complex 
mental health diagnosis.   As a result of Covid-19, our entire way of 
delivering services has changed and we now offer a blended model 
of virtual and in-person support.  

This crucial funding from The National Lottery will enable Bath Mind to 
remain resilient, streamline capacity, reach more people and strive to 
ensure that nobody with mental health needs is alone. 
  
Thank you to all those who buy National Lottery tickets, for supporting this 
important work in our community.” 
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Exhibition	at	BRSLI	in	aid	of	Bath	Mind	
Images	of	Bath	and	Tokyo	by	artists	Jason	Dorley	Brown	and	Andrew	Polson	

Bath	Mind	are	delighted	to	be	charity	bene2iciaries	of	a	photography	exhibition	at	the	BRSLI,	“Images	of	Bath	
and	Tokyo”	organised	by	co-exhibitors	Jason	Dorley-Brown	and	Andrew	Polson.	

Whilst	both	Jason	and	Andrew	have	lived	in	Bath	over	many	years,	sharing	many	mutual	friends,	Andrew	ex-
plains	how	they	2irst	met	in	2020.		“I	was	introduced	to	Jason!s	work	through	Instagram	and	decided	to	con-
tact	him.	I	had	visited	Tokyo	for	the	Rugby	World	Cup	in	2019	and	while	I	was	there	I	took	a	series	of	"street!#
photographs.	I	was	set	to	exhibit	these	images	in	Bath	and	was	keen	to	hear	Jason!s	opinion	of	them.	Jason	
was	incredibly	helpful	and	generous	with	his	advice	when	we	met.		By	the	end	of	the	meeting	I	had	asked	Ja-
son	to	curate	my	upcoming	exhibition,	he	had	said	yes	and	a	friendship	had	formed.”	

Whilst	the	initial	exhibition	of	Andrew’s	work	at	the	BRSLI	in	2020	had	to	be	closed	due	to	Covid,	Andrew	
and	Jason	remained	in	contact.		“I	got	to	know	Jason	better	over	the	coming	months	and	we	discussed	how	
dealing	with	the	pandemic	and	the	restrictions	placed	upon	us	all,		had	been	dif2icult	to	navigate.”	

	Jason	started	his	personal	artistic	journey	years	before,	as	a	creative	outlet	to	deal	with	a	time	when	his	men-
tal	health	needed	support.		During	2020,	he	contributed	some	of		his	wonderful	photographs	of	Bath	to	Bath	
Mind’s	‘Map	of	Green	Spaces’,	for	Mental	Health	Awareness	week.		“Having	a	creative	outlet	was	a	godsend	for	
me	during	the	pandemic.		It	gave	me	a	focus	and	meant	that	each	day	I	was	able	to	wake	up	and	engage	in	
something	which	brought	me	joy.”			

Jason’s	#"pop	art!#images,	of	both	people	and	places,	have	become	well	known	and	now	grace	the	walls	of	
many	proud	homes	in	several	countries.		He	has	worked	on	commissions	for	local	businesses,	including	re-
cently	creating	new	menus	for	the	Abbey	Hotel,	Bath,	featuring	his	‘pop	art’	Bath	historic	characters,	such	as	
Jane	Austen,	Mary	Shelley	and	Beau	Nash.	

When	the	BRSLI	offered	to	rerun	the	exhibition,	Andrew	decided	it	would	be	the	perfect	opportunity	to	have	
a	joint	exhibition	with	Jason,	collaborating	on	a	new	exhibition	"Images	of	Bath	and	Tokyo!.	

“Supporting	the	vital	work	of	Bath	Mind	through	sales	made	at	the	exhibition	was	a	clear	choice”	,	explained	
Jason.	$Both	Andrew	and	myself	are	very	aware	of	the	important	work	Bath	Mind	do	in	supporting	our	com-
munity,	especially	given	the	increase	in	mental	health	issues	during	the	Covid	pandemic.	At	a	time	when	the	
walls	surrounding	discussing	mental	health	are	falling	and	people	are	realising	the	bene2it	of	both	reaching	
out	for	support	and	supporting	others,	we	wanted	to	do	our	bit	to	promote	this	important,	independent	local	
charity.”		

Jason	adds	“I’m	so	excited	about	this	exhibition.		I	love	all	forms	of	collaboration,	especially	creatively,	and	af-
ter	working	successfully	with	Bath	Mind	on	other	projects	it	is	wonderful	to	team	up	with	them	again	for	this	
show.”	

The	exhibition	runs	at	the	BRSLI,	Queens	Square,	Bath,	from	9th	December	through	to	end	January	2022.		En-
trance	is	free.		All	pro2its	from	sale	of	any	“Tokyo”	images,	and	30%	of	pro2its	of	“Bath”	images	will	kindly	be	
donated	to	Bath	Mind	by	Andrew	Polson	and	Jason	Dorley	Brown	respectively.	

If	you	or	someone	you	know	needs	support	with	their	mental	health	and	wellbeing,	Bath	Mind	urge	you	to	
reach	out	to	them.		Information,	resources	and	how	to	get	in	touch	can	be	found	on	their	website	www.bath-
mind.org.uk	
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DO YOU NEED 
SOMEONE TO TALK TO?
Bath Mind is here for you

Supporting adults (age 16+) who may
be feeling lonely or isolated, anxious
or have low mood.  Our team support
with regular telephone calls, listen
and offer advice to promote positive
health and wellbeing.  

To join, please call and ask for 
Befriending.  

Befriending

www.bathmind.org.uk

Breathing Space
A calm, non-clinical support service.  
Our staff will focus on helping you stay 
safe and look at a short term plan for 
next steps for crisis prevention.  

Evening support phone line
Monday-Thursday 5.30pm-11.30pm

Telephone: 01225 983130

Face-to-Face Service
Monday-Thursday 6pm-10.30pm
Oasis, Fountain Buildings, Bath BA1 5DU
Call 01225 983130 before 5pm 
on the day you would like to attend.

Safe Space 
(16-25 year olds)

This free group meets every Thursday 
on Zoom and monthly in person at 
Bath College.  A chance to speak 
openly about how you are feeling, 
supported by Bath Mind staff and 
volunteers. Optional activities
include art, music, yoga and more!  

Contact Becky       
07538 113890

email
wellbeing@bathmind.org.uk

Wellbeing 
Groups
Our wide range of wellbeing groups
are based around activities such
as gardening, food and nutrition,
photography, arts and crafts,
physical activity - such as walking
and running, and much more.  

You can find out more about
all our groups on our website.

email
wellbeing@bathmind.org.uk

You can self-refer to our Wellbeing Groups and Safe Space at
www.bathmind.org.uk/wellbeingreferral/

0300 247 0050
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How our food affects our mood


Eating healthy, nutritious food is beneficial to both our mental and physical health.  A good diet 
can help to improve our mood, give us more energy and help us think more clearly.


Maintaining a healthy diet also helps to support our immune system.  This can be a challenge at 
this time of year, when we all may indulge in less healthy choices.  However, it’s important to en-
sure we are getting enough nutrients.


Aim to eat 6-8 portions of fruit and vegetables a day. 


Stay hydrated, aim to drink

8 glasses (approx. 250ml) of water each day.


A Healthy Plate can look like:







Vegetables and fruit should ideally be whole, so that 
we also benefit from the fibre in them.  Aim to eat as 
wide a variety of different types of fruit and vegetables 
as possible.  


Reducing our intake of meat can be beneficial both 
for our health and for the planet - there are lots of 
healthy nutritious options including beans, lentils and 
soya products which can easily be swapped into your 
favourite recipes.


Aiming for wholegrain bread and rice, instead of 
white, can help to increase our fibre intake.  Whole-
grains are also more nutritious and filling.


Boosting immunity with Zinc


Zinc is a mineral that has been found to be essential for immune function as well as its role in re-
pairing body tissues and wound healing.  The cells of our immune system depend on it to function 
correctly, it helps to keep our skin healthy and reduces inflammation.


It is found in the highest concentration in oysters and other seafood as well as red meat; but nuts 
like almonds and cashews; seeds and legumes also contain high amounts of zinc.


Our bodies aren!t able to make their own zinc which is why it is so important that we get enough 
zinc from our food.As zinc isn!t stored in the body we need to make sure that we get enough from 
our diets to fulfil our zinc requirements. This can usually be quite easily achieved by eating a bal-
anced diet and including a variety of fruit and vegetables, some protein rich foods like eggs, meat 
or legumes, wholegrains, nuts and seeds.  Snacking on a small handful of almonds or including 
some seeds when baking are a good way to increase our intake of this very important nutrient.


If you!re over 55 and would like support with food budgeting, nu-
trition, mental and physical wellbeing, get in touch to find out 
about our new free courses: foodforthought@bathmind.org.uk


Bath Mind supports the mental health and wellbeing of local peo-
ple throughout Bath and North East Somerset.  Whilst they are affiliated to national Mind, they are 
an independent charity, relying on the generosity and support of local people to be able to contin-
ue their vital work.  In the past 18 months, their evening crisis service, Breathing Space, has sup-
ported over 5,000 people.


Will you give a gift that counts?  You can donate using the QR code, or text BATHMIND to 70085.  
Thank you.


If you or someone you know needs help or support with mental health, you can find more about 
all our services, and lots of helpful resources, on our website www.bathmind.org.uk
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